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9euse of knoYledge from one domain Yhen
modelling neY domains is a human task. But Yhat
happens if one does this task in a more principled
Yay] In this paper Ye present the use of the results
from an ES[9I7 pro\ect called KA/7US on a real
case Yhere Ye modelled an electrical distribution
netYork Yith support from a library of ontologies
describing various technical domains. In this library
Ye found descriptions of electrical transmission net-
Yorks and Ye decided to use these for the modelling
of the distribution netYorks of the SYedish utility
company Sydkraft. 7he results Yas that the main
part of the concepts in the ontology Yas possible to
reuse except some very domain specific concepts.
7he Yhole knoYledge ac_uisition phase Yas carried
out in 4-5 days. 7he conclusion Yas that the
KA/7US approach in the knoYledge ac_uisition
process Yas extremely fast and accurate.

I)*rod#c*io)

7he knoYledge ac_uisition phase during expert system
development can be very time consuming and inaccurate.
7herefore Yould it be valuable to have some method to
make it easier speed up the knoYledge ac_uisition phase by
some sort of reuse of previously developed systems. In the
KA/7US Kmodelling KnoYledge :bout =omplex
Technical systems for multiple USeM ES[9I7 [ro\ect

1 7his York Yas carried Yhile the authors Yere Yorking at the
KA/7US pro\ect at /ap Gemini K`ormer /ap [rogramatorM

[8145D a methodD a toolD and a ontology library Ksee
httpTaaYYY.sYi.psy.uva.nlapro\ectsaIeYKA/7USalibraryal
ibrary.htmlM D have been developed to make it easier to
construct knoYledge based systems for complex technical
domains. 7he knoYledge about technical systems stored in
the library are called ontologies.

bne problem Yith reuse is the cost to develop such
systems. 7herefore Yould it also valuable to have a standard
method and language to develope an expert system and that
the conceptual model of the system is stored in one library
from Yhere it later can be reused.

7he Artificial Intelligence community use the concept of
ontology to describe a hierarchical conceptual model Yhich
contents range from very general concepts to very domain
specific concepts. In this paper Ye use also the concept of
ontology.

SydkraftD an electrical poYer company in the south of
SYeden Yants to build a computer system for the
minimication of losses in the distribution netYorks. 7o
carry out this tasks they first needed to model their
distribution netYork. 7here Ye stepped in to help them.

PreAio#s% research

bne of the first investigations in the reuse area is found
in KBiggerstaff and 9ichter 1O87M Yhere different
possibilities and approaches is discussed of reusing different
components in softYare development. In KMaiden and
Sutcliffe 1OO2M Ye find a description of domain abstraction
and the mapping to a neY domain. KIeches et al 1OO1M
discuss the sharingD reuse and extending of knoYledge
bases. 7hey point on four bottlenecks in sharing and reuse
and propose a solution to overcome them. KGruber 1OO3M



investigates the sharing and reuse of ontologies over
domains and representation languages. KHielinga and
Schreiber 1OO4M discusses the separation of knoYledge in
various layers in a ontology to permit resuse of the
ontologies.

In the KA/7US pro\ect Ye have modelled three technical
domainsT Electrical 7ransmission IetYorks K`ault
Diagnosis and Service 9ecovery [lanningM D bil [roduction
and [rocesses and Mid Ship Section Design and
Assessment. 7hese threes domains have been used for
building and abstracting the ontology library. In the
Electrical 7ransmission IetYorks domain presented in
KBernaras and Laresgoiti 1OO6M the authors has shoYed hoY
tYo ontologiesT `ault Diagnosis and Service 9ecovery
[lanning respectively have been integrated into one since
there Yhere overlappingaredundant information in the tYo
ontologies. 7he overlapping part happened to be the
Structural bntology i.e. the part Yhich described the
structure of the Electrical 7ransmission IetYork. 7he
modelling language used for the Electrical domain has been
/ML KSchreiber et al 1OO4MD developed in the /ommon-
KADS KADS IID ES[9I7 [ro\ect [5248.

Re#si),% *he% U)ified% Elec*rical% Ne*3or4
o)*olo,ies% for% a% dis*rib#*io)% )e*3or4

bne of the main ob\ectives of the KA/7US pro\ect Yas
the reuse of knoYledge. 7he ontologies for electrical
netYorks presented in KBernaras and Laresgoiti 1OO6M
describe transmission netYorks YhichD transports electrical
poYer for long distances. An interesting experiment Yould
be to reuse this knoYledge for the loY-voltage distribution
netYorksD Yhich distributes the electrical poYer from the
transmission netYork to the consumers. 7he distribution
netYorks are in many aspects very similar to the
transmission netYorksD hoYever there are some differences
in the structure and also some differences in Yhat kind of
problems one needs to solve in the tYo types of netYorks.

SydkraftD an electrical poYer company in the south of
SYedenD helped us Yith the expert knoYledge about their
distribution netYorks. As a starting point Ye identified an
interesting problem to keep in mind Yhile doing the
modellingD since it is generally Yell-knoYn that ontologies
cannot be specified absolutely application-independentD
according to  Kbstermayer et al 1OO5M.

He intervieYed the experts and recorded the discussions.
He shoYed on overheads the transmission netYork
ontology and asked the experts Yhether the same
components Yere present in a distribution netYork. 7he
experts explained for us Yhat the similarities and differences
Yere betYeen distribution and transmission.  He met tYice
all together for a Yhole day each time and then Ye needed
tYo-three days at the office to document the York and to
use the KA/7US toolkit to create the neY ontology from
the library.

Op*i5al%dis*rib#*io)%s-s*e5%co)fi,#ra*io)
An interesting problem for Sydkraft is to optimice the

distribution system configuration. 7he goal is to reduce
electrical losses in the netYork. If the netYork is badly
plannedD the current has to be transported for long distances
Yhich causes big losses. 7his problem is generally more
interesting in distribution netYorks than in transmission
netYorksD since the big losses occur in the loY-voltage
netYorks. In the distribution netYorks of Sydkraft the
losses are 4-7�f and in the transmission netYorks 1-2�f.
bn the other handD the distribution netYorks are more
difficult to control since \ust a very feY components are
automaticed and remote controlled. 7his means that
changing the netYork structure might re_uire that a lot of
personnel drive around Yith cars or even Yalk into forests
in order to open or close sYitches.

7here are several Yays of reducing the losses. 7he most
obvious one is to change the structure of the netYork by
opening or closing disconnectors. bther Yays is to ad\ust
taps in the transformers in order to control the voltage
optimallyD or to use shunt capacitors to reduce reactive
poYer.

bptimicing the netYork structure Yith regard to minimice
the losses is partly a mathematical problem and partly an
expert system problem. Mathematical optimication theory
can help to find the optimal configuration Yhen the
parameters are Yell-knoYn and Yhen the problem is reduced
to find the configuration Yhich minimices the losses2 Yith
the respect to some simple constraintsD such as upper
limits on the currents in the lines.  Hhen the solution is
foundD the experts or the expert system need to decide
Yhether it is possible to realice. 7his \udgement include a
lot of more gheuristic knoYledgeg. `or exampleT
• Some sYitches are very hard to reachD since they

are located far aYay from the roads etc. In this caseD try to
find another solution close to the optimal one Yhich avoids
the hard reached sYitches.
• Some customers might have special agreementsD

Yhich for example guarantee them a maximum of 2 hours
of poYer failure per year. Such an agreement affects the
optimal configuration since Ye might Yant to have a more
secure connection to that specific customer. 7hese kinds of
agreements Yill be more common in the future because of
the deregulation of the electrical poYer market in SYeden.
• 7he expert system should also plan actions to

realice the changes of the netYork. 7here are a lot more to
do than \ust changing the sYitches. `or example changing
the trigger levels for the protective relays.

2 7he losses are the sum K RI !! MD Yhich means that the

problem mathematically can be vieYed as a huadratic 
[rogramming problemD Yith the important and difficult 
constraint that only gspanning treesg are alloYed as 
solutions.



Hith this possible application of optimicing the
distribution system configuration in mind Ye Yanted to
build ontologies for distribution netYorks.

O)*olo,-%b#ildi),
`or the optimication problem mentioned aboveD there is a

lot of knoYledge needed. HereD Ye have concentrated on the
most general knoYledge about distribution netYorks such
as the structure of the netYorkD hoY it is connected and the
role of customers. 7his knoYledge should be the most
reusable for other applications in the area of distribution
netYorks.

As a guideline for the ontology building Ye have used
Kbstermayer et al 1OO5M. It describes hoY ontologies should
be constructed in order to be reusable. In this caseD Ye have
a very good base for the neY ontology since the structure of
transmission netYorks are Yell modelled. 7he main York
has been to verify that the transmission Structural ontology
is applicable for distribution netYorks. 7hat is not the
typical situation treated in Kbstermayer et al 1OO5M but Ye
have tried to use the guidelines Yherever it has been
possibleD especially Ye have used the bntology modelling
se_uence suggested in Kbstermayer et al 1OO5M

S*ep% GH% Specif-% *he% applica*io)% co)*eI*% a)d% *he
5odelli),% Aie3

7he application context is already described in the section
Optimal distribution system configurationD aboveD but Ye
need to formalise it and make sure that Ye folloY all the
steps in the modelling se_uence.

1.1 7he application domain is the domain of 
Electrical distribution netYorks.

1.2 Application operations or possible tasksT 
[lanning of hoY to configure the netYork in order
to minimice the losses. 
[lanning of hoY the protective relays and the 
breakers should be ad\usted after the minimication
is done.

1.3 7he neY domain theory should say something 
aboutT Distribution netYorksD SubstationsD 
BreakersD [rotective relaysD /ustomersD LoadsD 
LinesD 7ransformersD DisconnectorsD `usesD Bus-
barsD ShuntsD GeneratorsD 7apsD /onnecting nodesD
/ustomer agreements.

1.4 Modelling typeT Static modelling.

1.5 Degree of concretisationT He Yant to model the 
distribution netYork such that the ontology 
becomes useful for the application but also such 
that the ontology can be used by other applic
ations in the future.

S*ep% JH% Ma4e% a% preli5i)ar-% desi,)% a)d% base% i*
o)% a)% eIis*i),% o)*olo,-

In this step Ye need to get an idea of hoY Ye should
model the knoYledge ob\ects identified in step 1.3. He

should select ontologies from the ontology baseD Yhich
represent the knoYledge ob\ects. As already statedD the
ontologies from KBernaras et al 1OO5M for the transmission
netYorks should be useful. In particularD the Structural
ontology includes most of the knoYledge ob\ects from step
1.3. Some ob\ects are missing but are very similar to some
of the concepts from the Structural ontologyD e.g. fuses
Yhich are very similar to breakers.

7Yo ob\ects are a little different from the others.
/ustomers and /ustomers agreements are not represented in
the Structural ontologyD Yhich is perfectly in orderD since
they have no structural role in the netYork. 7he customers
are included in loads in the electrical netYorkD see `igure 1.
7he /ustomers and /ustomers agreements have to be
modelled separately. 7his is done in the sectionCustomer
ontology for distribution networks, beloY. All of the
knoYledge ob\ects identified in step 1.3 except the tYo
customer related ob\ects Yill be modelled in a Structural
ontology for distribution networks. It Yill be based on the
Structural ontology from KBernaras et al 1OO5MD Yhich
includes an IS-A hierarchyD a /bISIS7-b` hierarchy and
some other relations to model the floY of energy. 7he latter
relations describe the topology for the transmission
netYork suitable for the applications Yhich Yere described
in KBernaras et al 1OO5M. `or the optimal distribution
system configuration applicationD Ye need a little different
topology. 7hereforeD Ye have separated the topology from
the Structural ontology for distribution netYorks and model
the topology separately in the section Topological
ontology for distribution networksD beloY. 7he base for
that Yill be the generic topological ontology documented in
KBen\amin j ZansYei\er 1OO5M.

S*ep% LH% Ma4e% a% defi)i*iAe% desi,)% a)d% assess% *he
desi,)

He have in the previous steps identified the knoYledge
ob\ects Ye Yant to model and found the ontologies Ye Yant
to use as a base for our modelling. In the folloYing
subsections Ye build the neY ontologiesD KActually Ye
build a Domain theory Yhich hopefully may act as
ontology in the future. `or formal descriptions of Domain
theories and bntologiesD see kbsterO5lM. All editing and
mappings has been performed Yith the help of the
KA/7US toolkitD moid version 2.5. [arts of the /ML
code KSchreiber et al 1OO4M generated by the KA/7US
7oolkit is included in the paper. 7he /ML code also
includes more detailsD such as certain propertiesD than Yhat
is documented in the folloYing subsections.

S*ep% MH% 7oc#5e)*% a)d% allo3% *he% desi,)% *o% be
re#sed

7he documentation of the design should be done during
the previous steps. 7his text is a part of the documentation.
7he design Yill be made accessible to other knoYledge
engineers by saving the ontologies in the KA/7US
bntology Library.
S*r#c*#ral% o)*olo,-% for% dis*rib#*io)% )e*3or4s



7he Structural ontology for transmission netYorks from
KBernaras et al 1OO5MD shoYed to be a very good description

of the distribution netYorks. Most of the knoYledge
ob\ects are present and are Yell described.
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`igure 1T IS-A hierarchy of the Structural ontology for distribution netYorks. 7he concepts in bold face are neY concepts for 
distribution netYorks and the grey ones are concepts that Yere excluded from the Structural ontology for transmission
netYorks.

All ob\ects are considered as [hysical entities and split up
into Electrical components and /ompound structures. 7he
Electrical components are then split up depending on if
they are static or dynamicD single-voltage-e_uipment or
branches etc. All these distinctions seem to be relevant for
distribution netYorks as Yell. In `igure 1D the modified
Structural ontology for distribution netYorks are
represented. IeY concepts are marked Yith bold face and
concepts Yhich for some reason Yere not needed are still in
the figure but in grey.

7he main changes from the Structural ontology from
KBernaras et al 1OO5MT
• All the Single voltage e_uipment are present in the
distribution netYorks but Ye chose to exclude Bus-bar-
couplers Yhich did not seem relevant for the application.

• /apacitors and 9eactances are most relevant Yhen
minimicing losses in the netYork but they have principally
the same functionD so Ye have replaced them Yith the
concept Shunt.

/bI/E[7 shuntn
    DES/9I[7IbIT oIt is an impedanceD Yhose ob\ective

is to regulate the poYer by means of its capacity
to generate or consume reactive-poYer.on

    SUB-7p[E-b`T single-voltage-e_uipmentn
    [9b[E97IEST
        max-reactive-poYerT II7EGE9n
        min-reactive-poYerT II7EGE9n
        reactive-poYer-consumptionT II7EGE9n
        current-reactive-poYerT 9EALn



        previous-reactive-poYerT 9EALn
        reference-reactive-poYerT 9EALn
        ob\ective-reactive-poYerT 9EALn

EID /bI/E[7 shuntn

• Loads and Generators York as sinks and sources in the
netYork. Generators are not as common in distribution
netYorks as in transmission netYorks and especially
IuclearD `ossil-fuel and Hydro generators are usually not
present in a distribution netYork. In the distribution
netYorks of Sydkraft there are some Hind poYer stations
Yhich are introduced as Hind generators in `igure 1. 7he
main source of poYer to the distribution netYork isD of
courseD the connections Yith the transmission netYork. It
is introduced as 7ransmission input.

/bI/E[7 Yind-generatorn
    DES/9I[7IbIT oIt is a generator that produces 

lectrical energy by transforming Yind energy.on
    SUB-7p[E-b`T generatorn
EID /bI/E[7 Yind-generatorn

/bI/E[7 transmission-inputn
DES/9I[7IbIT oIt is a point Yhere the Distribution 

netYork and the 7ransmission netYork are 
connected to each other. `rom the distribution

   netYork point of vieYD this point is a source of 
electrical poYerD Yhich means that it has the role 
of a generator. on

    SUB-7p[E-b`T generatorn
EID /bI/E[7 transmission-inputn

• `uses are added to the Interrupting devices. `uses are not
used in transmission netYorks.

/bI/E[7 fusen
    DES/9I[7IbIT oInterrupting deviceD Yhich opens 

Yhen the energy floY through it exceeds a 
predefined limit or Yhen there is a short-circuit

    current. It has to be replaced after use.on
    SUB-7p[E-b`T interrupting-devicen
EID /bI/E[7 fusen

• Disconnector Yas called SYitch in the Structural
ontology from KBernaras et al 1OO5MD but Sydkraft did not
recognise that termD they Yanted to call it Disconnector.

/bI/E[7 disconnectorn
    DES/9I[7IbIT oIt is an interrupting-device that 

cannot open Yhen energy
    floYs through it. It only accepts manual-

operations.on
    SUB-7p[E-b`T interrupting-devicen
    [9b[E97IEST

        telemeteringT BbbLEAIn
EID /bI/E[7 disconnectorn

• SYitch-disconnector is a neY componentD Yhich is
something betYeen Disconnector and Breaker. Its main
difference from Breaker is that it cannot break short-circuit
currents.

/bI/E[7 sYitch-disconnectorn
    DES/9I[7IbIT oInterrupting deviceD Yhich can open

Yhen energy floYs through it. It can be triggered 
by control devices and by manual operations. It 
cannot break short-circuit currents.on

    SUB-7p[E-b`T interrupting-devicen
EID /bI/E[7 sYitch-disconnectorn

• 7he different kinds of breakers are not relevant for this
application.
• 7aps are important for minimication of losses and
[rotective relays need to be ad\usted after a change in the
netYork. All the different kinds of [rotective relays do notD
hoYeverD seem necessary to model for our purposes.
• `ault locators and Io-voltage-automatisms are
uncommon in distribution netYorks and they are of no
importance for our application.
• 7he role of the compound structures is to group the
components. 7his can be done in many Yays and it turned
out that Ye only need SubstationD Distribution netYork and
/onnecting nodes for our application. Substation is
included in the Structural ontology from KBernaras et al
1OO5M and Distribution netYork corresponds to Static
netYork. /onnecting node is a neY concept Yhich is
important in the topologyD Yhich Yill be further explained
in the section Topological ontology for distribution
networksD beloY.

7he /ompound structures consist of components or other
/ompound structures. In `igure 2D the /bISIS7-b`
relations are structured in a hierarchy. bn the highest levelD
the Distribution netYork is a collection of Lines and
/onnecting nodes. 7he /onnecting nodes could consist of
Dummy-Bus-barD Loads K/ustomersMD Disconnectors or
Yhole Substations. Substations can consist of many
different kinds of components.

In the Structural ontology from KBernaras et al 1OO5MD
there is a consists-of relation betYeen 7ransformer and 7apD
but 7ransformer is not modelled as a compound structure.
bur vieY is that the compound structures are concepts
Yhich have as their most important property that they
consist of other concepts.

7ransformer is different from the other compound
structuresD since it is an electrical component in itself. It is
trueD thoughD that the 7aps are inside transformers but the
important thing is that a transformer is controlled by taps.



7hereforeD Ye have introduced the neY binary relation /bI79bLLED-Bp-7A[.
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`igure 2T /bISIS7-b` hierarchy of the Structural ontology for distribution netYorks
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A very important piece of knoYledge of an electrical

netYork is hoY the components are connected to each
other. According to KHielinga et al 1OO6MD the topology can
be modelled on different levels. `or the minimication of
losses applicationD Ye are most interested in YhatD in the
KHielinga et al 1OO6MD is called Level 1D i.e. hoY lines
connect /onnecting nodes from a geographical point of
vieY. In KBen\amin j ZansYei\er 1OO5MD the /onnecting
nodes are \ust SubstationsD but in our case it can also be
Dummy-bus-barsD Loads or DisconnectorsD see `igure 3.

"u$station

+isconnecting s0itch

2oads 45ustomers8

+umm9:;us:$ar

`igure 3T Example of a distribution netYork

7his kind of topology is not present in the Structural
ontology from KBernaras et al 1OO5MD but the generic
topological ontology from KBen\amin j ZansYei\er 1OO5MD
defines a topology that Ye can use. 7his topology consists
of GraphsD IodesD Edges and [orts. Graph corresponds in
our case to Distribution netYorkD Iodes corresponds to
/onnecting Iodes and Edges corresponds to Lines. 7he
only thing Ye do not have is [ort. A [ort is the interface
of a Iode to Yhich the Edge can be connected. It is not
alYays obvious Yhich components in the electrical netYork
that acts as [orts but that is in fact not so important. 7he
important thing is that to each node there are a correct
number of ports associated to it. 7hereforeD Ye introduce
the concept [ort Yhich has a topological function but is
not important otherYise. 7he relations in the 7opological
ontology are shoYn in `igure 4. 7he most important
relation is the /onnects relationD Yhich specifies that tYo
[orts are connected via a Line. 7here is no need for the
Unconnected relation in this topology.
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has:line

connects
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`igure 4T 7opological ontology for Distribution netYorks 
K7o be completedM

=#s*o5er% o)*olo,-% for% dis*rib#*io)% )e*3or4s
7he role of customers are much more important in

distribution netYorks than in transmission netYorks. In
transmission netYorks the gcustomersg are large industries
or distribution netYorks. 7hese consume a very large
amount of poYer and by gthe LaY of Large Iumbersg the
variation of consumption is small. 7hat is not the case for
the customers in distribution netYorksD Yhich are smaller
industries and private customers. 7he variation of
consumption is very large. Industries probably consume
poYer mostly in the daytime and private customers
consume most poYer during the eveningD perhaps in order
to cook dinner.

Hhen minimicing the losses in the netYorkD the large
variations in consumption is a big problem. 7he
mathematical optimication needs specified input of hoY
much poYer each customer is going to consume in the
nearest future. 7he means Ye have at hand today to estimate
the future consumption of the customers is a categorication
of the customers. 7he customers belong to different
categories if theyD for exampleD are farmers or notD or if
they use the electrical poYer to heat their house or not etc.
All these categoriesD today about 7CD have different
consumption behavioursD Yhich are statistically Yell
documented. SoD Ye need the concept /ustomer Yhich has
a property /ustomer-category.

As the electrical poYer market is deregulatedD the freedom
of the customers to choose poYer distributing companies
increases. bne effect of this is that different poYer
companies try to give the customers special offersD Yhich
tend to get more and more complex. A poYer salesman can



for example offer the customer reduced rates if the customer
has poYer failure more than a certain amount of hours per
year. 7hese kinds of agreements affectsD of courseD the
optimal distribution system configuration since Ye might
consider it more important to have a very secure connection
to such a customer instead of the connection Yhich have
the smallest losses.

UnfortunatelyD Ye did not find any ontology in the
ontology base Yhich models the concepts /ustomer or
/ustomer agreement. 7hereforeD Ye constructed a neYD very
smallD ontology Yhich is shoYn in `igure 5.

/ustomer
agreement/ustomer

has-agreement

`igure 5T /ustomer ontology

Some kind of relation or mapping is needed Yhich
connects /ustomers and the Loads in the netYork.
GenerallyD each customer corresponds to one load in the
electrical netYorkD but often one load can be the sum of a
feY customers.

=o)cl#sio)s%a)d%f#*#re%direc*io)s

7his isD as far as Ye knoYD the first time an external
company outside the KA/7US consortium has been
involved in a research experiment Yithin KA/7US.
Sydkraft has not participated in the ontology building but
they have given all the necessary input for that process. He
used the Structural ontology KDescribing an Electrical
7ransmission netYorkM from KBernaras et al 1OO5M as input
for the discussions and it turned out that it Yas a very good
base to York from. It Yas both a support for us knoYledge
engineers and for the domain experts. 7here Yere of course
some _uestions about terminology and Yhy some concepts
Yere modelled in certain YaysD but the overall structure Yas
very good. 7he ontologies constructed here areD
conse_uentlyD heavily influenced by the ontologies from
KBernaras et al 1OO5M and if the application Ye had in mind
get realicedD Ye can really verify if the ontologies are
useful.

He have tried to use the bntology modelling se_uence
from Kbstermayer et al 1OO5M and it helped to structure the
York. 7Yo of the design principles in Kbstermayer et al
1OO5M are modularication and standardication. As an
modularication effort Ye split the design into three different
ontologies. `or the topology Ye used the standard proposed
by the generic topological ontology from KBen\amin j
ZansYei\er 1OO5M. In the context of standardicationD it is
Yorth pointing out that there are a lot of concepts Yhich
noY have been used both by the Spanish poYer company
Iberdrola and the SYedish poYer company SydkraftD Yhich
means that Ye could be close to obtain a standard Structural
ontology for electrical netYorks.

He used the KA/7US 7oolkit to graphically edit the
ontologies representing the transmission netYork to create
the distribution netYork ontologies and finally automat-
ically generated /ML code. 7his process of reuse of
ontologies has made the York much easier and saved us a
lot of time. 7he ontologies Ye used as bases for the
modelling Yere taken from the KA/7US bntology
Library.
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He Yould like to thank Hans G\öderum and Daniel
Karlsson at SydkraftD Yho have been very helpful Yith
information about their electrical distribution netYorks and
also Amaia BernarasD Inaki Laresgoiti at Labein and Zose
/orera at Iberdrola for their assistance explaining the
Electrical 7ransmission IetYork bntologiesD and finally
Ye Yould like to thank Annika Hidmark at /ap Gemini
Kformer /ap [rogramatorM for assisting and informing us of
hoY to use the KA/7US toolkit and for all great fun
during the KA/7US pro\ect.
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